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ent moment of time-and you see them all at once. As a result you're always, in comics, being made aware of different times inhabiting the same space.
(qtd. in Silverblatt 35) Comics are composed in panels-also called frames-and in gutters, the rich empty spaces between the selected moments that direct our inter pretation.The effect of the gutter lends to comics its "annotation" of time as space.12 "Time as space" is a description we hear again and again from theorists of comics. However, it is only when one recognizes how Maus is able to effectively approach history through its spatiality that one ap preciates the form's grasp on nuanced political expression. Emphasizing how comics deals in space, as I do here, highlights how this contemporary, dynamic medium both informs and is informed by postmodern politics in a productive, dialogical process. Space, Fredric Jameson contends, is the perceptual modality of postmodernity (Postmodernism 154-80); and where the dominant rhetoric of modernism is temporal, Susan Stanford Friedman argues, postmodernism adopts a rhetoric of space-of location, multiplicity, borderlands, and, I would add, boundary crossings.13
In the epigraph to this essay, describing how his father taught him to pack a suitcase to "use every available centimeter to get as much stuff packed into a small space as possible," Spiegelman alludes to his father's experiences in wartime Poland. Yet the historical lesson also shapes Spiegelman's formal preoccupations. Throughout Maus he represents the complicated entwining of the past and the present by "packing" the tight spaces of panels. He found an "architectonic rigor . . . necessary to understand to compose the pages of Maus," he explains (qtd. in Silverblatt 33), and has commented: "Five or six comics on one piece of paper ... [I am] my father's son" (Spiegelman, Address).l4 It is to this effect that Maus exploits the spatial form of graphic narrative, with its double-encodings and visual installment of paradoxes, so compellingly, refusing telos and closure even as it narrativizes history. In this light, I will analyze a range of sections of the book: some that have been treated comparatively little in Maus criticism, such as the multitemporal panel in the embedded comic strip "Prisoner on the Hell Planet" and the double epitaph of the book's last page, and some that have not been treated at all, such as the scene that centers on a timeline ofAuschwitz.
Bleeding and rebuilding history
The first volume of Maus is subtitled, significantly, My Father Bleeds His tory.The slow, painful effiAsion of history in this "tale," the title suggests, is a bloodletting: its enunciation and dissemination are not without cost to Vladek Spiegelman (indeed, it is his headstone that marks, however un stably, the ending of Maus). In suggesting that the concept of"history" has become and is excruciating forVladek, the title also implies an aspect of the testimonial situation we observe over the course of Maus's pages: the fact that, as Spiegelman reports, his father had "no desire to bear witness" (Interview with Joey Cavalieri et al. 192). Indeed, throughout much of the book,Vladek would clearly prefer, we see, to complain about his rocky second marriage. Towards the end of the second volume of Maus,Vladek protests to Artie, "All such things of the war, I tried to put out of my mind once and for all.... Until you rebuild me all this from your questions" (98).15 Vladek's bleeding is his son Artie's textual, visual (as well as emo tional) rebuilding. Spiegelman as author is distinctly aware of Artie the character's shades of vampirism, however well-intentioned. And the idea of "bleeding" history (at the demand of a son) acquires further poignancy when one realizes-as transcripts of the taped interviews betweenVladek and Art Spiegelman on the CD-ROM The Complete Maus reveal-that Vladek and his wife, Anja Spiegelman, never spoke to each other in de tail about their (literally unspeakable) experiences in the camps.16 This "bleeding" of history is not an easy process; Anja's diaries, for instance, as Vladek explained, were too full of history to remain extant after her death: "I had to make an order with everything... These papers had too many memories. So I burned them" (Maus I, 158). Art Spiegelman's nar rativization of his parents' history, then, as many critics have pointed out, is also his own making "an order with everything." He reconstructs his tory in his own language-comics-in frames and gutters, interpreting and interrupting as he rebuilds.17 Comics frames provide psychic order; as Spiegelman recently remarked about 9/11: "If I thought in page units, I might live long enough to do another page" (Gussow).
Maus's chapter 1, "The Sheik," zooms into history. In the middle of its second page is a panel packed with signifiers of the past and present, jammed together in a long rectangular frame, only an inch high, that spans the width of the page (figure 2). In a space that was once Artie's bedroom (a pennant proclaiming "Harpur," Spiegelman's college, is still pinned to the wall),Vladek, his camp tattoo visible for the first time, pumps on an Exercycle. Not moving forward, he is literally spinning his wheels. This suspension is also indicated by the fact that a full view of his body, locked into position, appears across frames on the page: his head in panel four, his torso in panel five, his foot in panel seven.The wide berth of his arms frames Artie, who sits and smokes, looking small. A framed photo-of the dead Anja Spiegelman, we will later find out-is propped on a desk to the right of both men, representing both an object of desire and a rebuke. In a speech balloon on the left that echoes the photograph and tattoo on the right, as if the past-articulated (spoken), inscribed (tattooed), docu mented (photographed)-were flanking both men, closing in on them, Vladek proclaims: "It would take many books, my life, and no one wants anyway to hear such stories" (12).
From the start, Spiegelman crams his panels with markers of the past (the camp tattoo, prewar photographs) and the ultimate marker of the present: Artie Spiegelman himself, framed by his father's body, his parents' postwar child, born in Sweden after the couple lost their first son to the Nazis. And while the horizontally elongated panel implies a stillness-its page-spanning width eliminates any gutter, where the movement of time in comics happens-it yet registersVladek's first moments of dipping into the past. While Vladek verbally refuses to offer "such stories," the panel below, an iris diaphragm depicting his dapper young self ("really a nice, handsome boy" This insistence, "Genocide Now," is a refusal to see "the past" as past which is an adamant, ethical argument that Maus undertakes through the temporal and spatial experimentation that the narrative movement of comics offers. "Genocide Now" is blunt, grim, unflinching. But even its lesser incarnation, "Never Again and Again and Again," expresses the continuousness of history as "what hurts" (as Jameson puts it), as our non-divorce from the traumatic events of the past, the impossibility of rejecting horror as ever completely "behind us" (102). This title strongly recalls Spiegelman's own choice of an internally repetitive title for his recent collection of work, From Maus to Now to Maus to Now, which itself posits the historical trauma represented in Maus as unending. Spiegelman insists on the persistence of trauma-in his choices of titles, in his textual practice of spatial intrusion, overlaying, and overlapping-in order to show how memory can be treated as an ongoing creative learning pro cess, rather than something anchored in insuperable trauma. On the pages of Maus, Spiegelman shows us the violation and breaking of the "world grid" in both senses of the term-phenomenologically and literally on the page. Spiegelman's overtly political suggestion-which he registers in literal, graphic frame-breakinis that the past is present, again and again and again: Maus questions the framework of everyday life that is taken for granted. As Robert Storr asserts of the obscene mouse-head corpses "piled like crumpled wastepaper" under Artie's feet in the section "Time flies" while he sits at his drawing board, contemplating his project: "this is not a sick joke but evidence of the heartsickness that motivates and pervades the book: it is the gallows humor of a generation that has not faced an nihilation but believes utterly in its past reality and future possibility" (28).
Maus's enmeshed temporalities suggest a line of thinking that indeed stems from such a worldview. In his latest work, Spiegelman admits to having an "existential conviction that I might not live long enough to see [In the Shadow of No Towers] published" (np).
The effect of visually, spatially linking the past and the present as Maus does is to urgently insist on history as an "untranscendable horizon" Jameson 102). "Instead of making comics into a narcotic, I'm trying to make comics that can wake you up, like caffeine comics that get you back in touch with things that are happening around you," says Spiegelman (qtd. in Silverblatt 31). Indeed, Maus's challenging multivocality, cross discursivity, and the thick surface texture of its pages demand a reading process that engages the reader in an act of consumption that is explicitly anti-diversionary.
In in original) . The "story" suggested by the tombstone, though, is one thatVladek does not himself narrate (Anja's suicide), but of which readers of Maus are aware.The traumatic stories, Maus implies, go on after its last image and will continue to come in the future; in this way, Maus, while a "survivor's tale," is not a morality tale. Maus rather exploits and resists the happy ending that punctuates a morality tale.
In Maus's last page,Vladek and Anja reunite after Auschwitz, and Maus completes its family romance. "V-Vladek!" cries Anja. "Gasp," manages Vladek. In his narrative voiceover to Artie,Vladek describes that "It was such a moment that everybody around us was crying together with us." In the next panel the couple embrace as in an old Hollywood movie, in the center of a dramatic iris diaphragm, their faces buried in each other's shoulders.Vladek narrates: "More, I don't need to tell you.We were both very happy, and lived happy, happy ever after."The intra-textual reference for Maus's last page is a page in Maus Ts Chapter Two, "The Honeymoon." In this scene, which takes place before the war breaks out definitively, the dressed-up Spiegelmans dance closely with each other (at Anja's sanitari um) in front of an iris diaphragm, in six separate frames (35).Vladek tells Anja, as the two dance, an amusing story about his father's pillow, which the elder Spiegelman had retrieved at great peril when the family fled the 1914 war (in Maus's last page,Vladek Spiegelman will place his arm, in a gesture of exhausted finality, across his pillow, almost like a child set tling down to sleep). In this page's final panel, whenVladek completes the punchline, about his father's safe return but horse-sore behind, Anja-in the same posture as in Maus's dramatic final page-embracesVladek, her arms around his neck. "I love you,Vladek," she says.Vladek's voiceover narration, in a box below the image-as in Maus's ending-is as follows: "And she was so laughing and so happy, so happy that she approached each time and kissed me, so happy she was" (35). This repetition of"happy" three times is echoed in Maus's conclusion, which correspondingly, unbelievably repeats "happy" three times: "We were both very happy, and lived happy, happy ever after." Of course, how ever, although they embrace as if in a melodramatic film still at the end of Vladek's testimony, readers of Maus know that the Spiegelmans' narratives do not end happily. Instead, Maus's last sequence shows, as Gertrud Koch puts it, the "endlessness of sadness" (403). Anja did not live "happy ever after": even if the text had not earlier referenced her suicide, the tomb stone punctuating the page clearly shows she died 14 years beforeVladek, at age 56. And Vladek, as we well know, devastated by Anja's death, in ill health, was often estranged from his only son and unhappy in his second 
